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Dear community partners, 

In partnership with the Dalhousie Students Union, The South House Sexual and Gender 
Resource Centre is developing a campaign !including posters, buttons, radio ads, etc.) to 
raise awareness of and challenge rape culture in our community.  

Introduction to the campaign

The campaign’s purpose is to offer a forum to the community to ‘call out’ ways in which we 
see rape culture condoned and perpetuated through out community in words, actions or 
inactions. 

Rape culture is the condoning and normalizing of physical, emotional, and sexual terrorism 
predominantly against women, girls, trans* people, and queers. It disproportionately affects 
marginalized communities who experience daily systemic oppression based on sex, gender, 
race, physical ability and mental health status. Rape culture is the production and 
perpetuation of environments where rape is so normative that people ultimately believe that 
the objectification and assault of these people is inevitable.

Recent events like the SMU rape chants and the Chronicle Herald’s decision to post a rape 
apologist’s op-ed are clear examples of this culture. All of these things are part of a larger 



society that accepts the objectification and assault of women as acceptable. Each act of 
aggression and dominance tells us that sexism and the objectification of women is 'just the 
way things are'. This is a institutionalized and systemic problem that can’t be fixed in an 
hour of “sensitivity” training. There is greater, bigger, deeper, systemic work to be done here 
and we all !especially men" need to be doing it.

We hope that our campaign will be a forum for us to engage with both Dalhousie and 
King’s campuses as well as the greater Halifax community.  We believe that being called out 
is an act of hope, and accountability. We also believe that this campaign provides a 
meaningful way of decentering the voices of white, middle class, cis people whose 
experiences dominate the current narrative in news articles, court cases and awareness 
campaigns. We hope that this campaign draws awareness to the many ways in which we 
all contribute to rape culture, with the goal of opening up a discussion about how we can 
combat the systemic and institutionalized forces that normalize and condone rape and 
assault. 

We also strongly believe that meaningful follow-through is an important part of any anti-
rape campaign. Therefore, this campaign will be ongoing and community members may 
contribute continuously !see below for info". Furthermore, we will be planning events such 
as workshops, art installations and making resources that help support the visual campaign. 
These events and resources will all be made with the goal of supporting the campaign in a 
grassroots way, by making tools, ideas and creative projects accessible to anyone who 
wants to engage with the campaign. 

Goals of the campaign:

• Acknowledge that many campaigns do not target the perpetrator/rapist and do not 
attempt to hold them accountable in any way. 

• Acknowledge that often campaigns erase the experience or voice of the victim/survivor
• Acknowledge that many campaigns do not name the issue, don’t seek to explain rape 

culture and don’t provide any depth of analysis. While it’s important to provide a campaign 
that can be digested, we must balance that without essentilalizing the issue.

• Move away from the local trend of calling rape and harassment by other names such as 
‘bullying’.

• To name rape culture and the systemic, institution and intersectional forces that allow 
rape to continue, prevent the conviction of rapists, reduce resources, and shame victims. 



• To acknowledge that these campaigns are often created by and for white, cis, able-
bodied, straight women. To challenge the status quo by bringing in more voices. To 
challenge our privilege by decentering dominant voices and experiences. 

• To acknowledge that anger and frustration are real and valid emotions that survivors and 
service providers feel. To acknowledge that anger is a useful tool in creating change. 

• Community engagement- to provide opportunities for people to interact and shape the 
campaign and the workshops associated with the campaign. 

• To acknowledge that we all contribute to rape culture and that all members of our 
community need to “work on our shit” actively and continually. 

• To popularize useful activist language in the mainstream. To begin a widely visible 
campaign that gives examples of people calling out others in the hopes that it will 
encourage others to challenge rape culture and explore the ways they contribute to it. 

How to contribute

Community members will be able to contribute to the campaign throughout and we will 
produce new material as new call-outs arrive. 

We are inviting community members to submit a call-out between 200-300 words that 
addresses the ways in which the community fails to hold rapists and harnessers 
accountable, and fails to support victims. Our campaign aims to put the intersectional 
forces that contribute to rape culture at the forefront. Discussion of power, dominance, 
racism, homophobia, transphobia, and classism are encouraged. 

When we were asked to create this campaign we had a discussion and decided on some 
main goal !included above". We want to highlight that we acknowledge that the campaign 
was created by one group whose experiences do not represent the experiences of 
everyone. For this reason, we want to decentre our voices, and reflect on the ways we 
contribute to rape culture ourselves. We hope that this campaign is an opportunity for 
Halifax to vent some rage, do some critical self-reflection, and learn more about the ways 
that rape culture people in our community differently. 

Please submit your call-out to volunteer@southhousehalifax.ca. The deadline for 
the first print edition of the campaign is October 8th, but submissions will be 
accepted on an ongoing basis.  If your call-out is selected for the campaign a staff 
member from the South House will contact you. Small edits may be discussed with the 
author  before publication, primarily regarding length. At the beginning of the campaign not 
all submitted call-outs will be published, however we hope that over the coming months we 
will add more to the campaign. In addition, call-outs may be posted to the website !which is 
still under construction".
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Honourariums

The South House appreciates the time and energy that all contributors give to this 
campaign. Contributors whose call-outs are published on the print material will receive a 
$50 honourarium as well as copies of the print materials once they are available.  (Note: 
once the campaign is up and running in October people will be able to submit call-outs 
online, unfortunately due to budget restraints online contributors will not receive an 
honourarium unless their call-out is subsequently published on the print materials". 

Questions/concerns/comments:

The South House values your feedback 
and we encourage you to contact us 
with any questions or concerns you 
may have. You can reach us at 494 
2432, volunteer@southhousehalifax.ca 
or by dropping by !see our hours and 
location at www.southhousehalifax.ca). 

Example of the campaign: 

Below is an example of a poster. 
Please note that this is not the final 
design !we’re still working away at 
that!). 
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